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Android Studio New Media Fundamentals: Content Production of Digital Audio/Video, Illustration and 3D AnimationApress, 2015

	This book is a brief primer covering concepts central to digital imagery, digital audio and digital illustration using open source software packages such as GIMP, Audacity and Inkscape. These are used for this book because they are free for commercial use. The book builds on the foundational concepts of raster, vector and waves...
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Silverlight 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	Printed entirely in color, with helpful figures and syntax coloring to make code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio and Expression Blend!


	Using Silverlight 4, you can build richer and more powerful applications than ever before, and deploy them seamlessly in browsers, on desktop...
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Oracle Application Express 4.0 with Ext JSPackt Publishing, 2011

	Oracle Application Express (APEX) is a rapid web application development tool integrated directly into the Oracle database. APEX is a completely web-based application featuring many ready to use components, allowing developers to build and deploy professional web applications rapidly. Using SQL and PL/SQL as the development language it...
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Getting Started with Flex 3: An Adobe Developer Library Pocket Guide for Developers (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
Discover how easy RIA development can be with this one-of-a-kind handbook from the Adobe Developer Library. Several clear, step-by-step mini-tutorials teach you about web services, event handling, designing user interfaces with reusable components, and more. After finishing this guide, you'll be able to build Flash applications ranging from widgets...
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Java Message ServiceO'Reilly, 2009
Java Message Service, Second Edition, is a thorough introduction to the standard API that supports "messaging" -- the software-to-software exchange of crucial data among network computers. You'll learn how JMS can help you solve many architectural challenges, such as integrating dissimilar systems and applications, increasing...
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Microsoft Silverlight 4 Business Application Development: Beginners GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Microsoft Silverlight is a programmable web browser plug-in that enables features including animation, vector graphics, and audio-video playback--features that characterize Rich Internet Applications. Silverlight makes possible the development of RIA applications in familiar .NET languages such as C# and VB.NET.


	Silverlight is a...
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Professional Python Frameworks: Web 2.0 Programming with Django and Turbogears (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
As two of the leading MVC web frameworks for Python, Django and TurboGears allow you to develop and launch sites in a fraction of the time compared to traditional techniques and they provide greater stability, scalability, and management than alternatives. Packed with examples, this book will help you discover a new methodology for designing,...
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Professional Silverlight 4 (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2010

	Everything .NET developers need to take advantage of Silverlight 4


	Silverlight 4 is a major new release of Microsoft's flagship product for building rich, interactive applications that combine animation, graphics, audio, and video. This book, by seasoned Wrox authors and Silverlight experts, gives professional Web...
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JavaFX Special Effects: Taking Java RIA to the Extreme with Animation, Multimedia, and Game ElementsApress, 2009
Enough about learning the fundamentals of the intriguing JavaFX platform; it’s now time to start implementing visually stunning and dynamic Java-based rich Internet applications (RIAs) for your desktop or mobile front end.     This book will show you what the JavaFX platform can really do for Java desktop and mobile front ends. It presents...
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Digital Illustration Fundamentals: Vector, Raster, WaveForm, NewMedia with DICF, DAEF and ASNMFApress, 2015

	This concise book covers concepts central to digital illustration using the Inkscape 0.91 open source software package as well as the Adobe Illustrator Professional Illustration package. The book builds on the foundational concepts of vector graphics and the SVG format, and gets more advanced as chapters progress, covering what vector new...
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Professional Silverlight 2 for ASP.NET Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
Our overarching goal in writing this book was to give ASP.NET developers the power to quickly and easily create visually stunning Internet applications, coupled with rich interactivity to fully immerse the user in a new online experience. Silverlight gives you everything you need to do just this, and in serious style!
As well as taking you...
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Beginning Adobe AIR: Building Applications for the Adobe Integrated Runtime (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2008
Beginning Adobe AIR    

    Adobe Integrated Runtime (AIR) is revolutionizing the way desktop applications are deployed. If you're ready to take advantage of this platform to build desktop-based Rich Internet Applications, then this is the book for you. It presents a step-by-step process, walking you through the features...
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